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what is the biggest feature you are excited about for
the new panels? one of the biggest features for the
davinci resolve advanced panel is that it can also be

used as a high performance remote control for remote
systems. all of the panel's control functions can be set
for each remote system, so you can, for example, set
the zoom function to activate only on remote systems
with a certain type of infrared emitter. how have you

used the panels in the field? we've been using the
panels extensively for video grading and editing for

several months now. we are very happy with the
performance we have gotten from our first field

panels. the panels have been a big hit with everyone
in the davinci resolve community. as with any color
grade, some panels may have small variations from

one panel to the next. davinci resolve lets you
compare parameters directly from one panel to the
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next so you can spot any changes. its as simple as
comparing your own panels side by side to spot
problems. theres more: take advantage of a new

layout and user experience that lets you work faster
and more efficiently. access the software features that

come with resolve 12.0, including a new ui panel,
onscreen guides, updated marker panel, and more.

get greater control over the most important aspects of
the color page: you can access all parameters in one

place, quickly and fluidly adjust any parameter, or find
the right node for your color needs. other features
include an entirely new layout and user experience

that lets you work faster and more efficiently, flexible
keyboard shortcuts, a full-featured metadata editor,

support for pulldowns, popups, and dynamically
resizable panels, context-sensitive shortcut keys, and
more. theres a lot to take in, so if youre just getting

started, take a look at the overview video above or at
the links below. this is what we did to improve on a

long-standing control surface that, while it was great,
never quite fit our workflow. its a wonderful solution,

and we hope you enjoy it as much as we do.
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